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Map #5: Future Schools Locations
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★ Future School Locations

NOTE: Potential future schools locations have not been yet been determined beyond the twenty-year planning period.
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Map #6: Elementary School Concurrency Service Areas

LEGEND
- Elementary Schools
- CSA3-Liberty Elementary
- CSA4-Meadow Park Elementary
- CSA6-Peace River Elementary
- CSA7-Kingsway Elementary
- CSA9-Sallie Jones Elementary
- CSA10-East Elementary
- CSA2-Myakka River Elementary
- CSA1-Vineland Elementary
- CSA5-Neil Armstrong Elementary

This map is a representation of compiled public information. It is believed to be an accurate and true depiction for the stated purpose, but Charlotte County and its employees assume no guarantee, implied or otherwise as to its use. This is not a survey, and it is to be used for design.